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Abstract

Let F be a saturated formation of soluble Lie algebras over the fieldF , and letL ∈ F. Let V andW
beF-hypercentral andF-hyperexcentricL-modules respectively. ThenV ⊗F W and HomF.V;W/ are
F-hyperexcentric andH n.L ;W/ = 0 for all n.
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1. Introduction

Let F be a saturated formation of finite-dimensional soluble Lie algebras over the
field F . Let L ∈ F and letW be anF-excentric irreducibleL-module. Results in
Barnes and Gastineau-Hills [4] imply that H n.L ;W/ = 0 forn ≤ 2, andHn.L ;W/ =
0 for all n was proved for some special cases, suggesting that this might be true
in general. This was proved in Barnes [3] for fields F of characteristic 0. The
proof involved a description of the saturated formations over an arbitrary field of
characteristic 0. Over a field of non-zero characteristic, the saturated formations are
much more complicated and no useful description is available. In this paper, we
give a proof independent of the characteristic of the field. All algebras and modules
considered are assumed finite-dimensional overF .

An irreducible L-module V is calledF-central if the split extension ofV by
L=CL.V/ is inF andF-excentric otherwise. AnL-moduleV is calledF-hypercentral
if every composition factor ofV is F-central and is calledF-hyperexcentric if ev-
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ery composition factor ofV is F-excentric. We need the following theorems from
Barnes [2].

THEOREM 1.1 ([2, Theorem 4.4]).SupposeL ∈ F and letV be anL-module. Then
V is the direct sum of anF-hypercentralL-module and anF-hyperexcentricL-module.

THEOREM 1.2 ([2, Theorem 2.1]).Let V and W be F-hypercentralL-modules.
ThenV ⊗F W andHomF.V;W/ areF-hypercentral.

Results showing thatH n.L ;V/ = 0 for F-excentric irreducibleL-modulesV are
easily extended toF-hyperexcentricmodules by using the cohomology exact sequence
and induction over the composition length of the module.

2. F-hyperexcentric modules

In this section, we obtain a cohomological characterisation ofF-hyperexcentric
L-modules. The characterisation needs to use other algebras besides the algebraL
from which we start.

DEFINITION 2.1. SupposeL ∈ F. Thecone ofL in F is the class.F=L/ of all pairs
.M; ž/ whereM ∈ F andž : M → L is an epimorphism. We usually omitž from the
notation, writing simplyM ∈ .F=L/.

Any L-module V is an M-module viaž for any M ∈ .F=L/. Then V is F-
hypercentral asM-module if and only if it isF-hypercentral asL-module. It follows
that if V is anF-hyperexcentricL-module, thenH n.M;V/ = 0 for all M ∈ .F=L/
andn ≤ 2. We would like a converse to this.

THEOREM 2.2. Let F be a saturated formation and letL ∈ F. SupposeV is an
L-module such that for allM ∈ .F=L/, H1.M;V/ = 0. ThenV is F-hyperexcentric.

PROOF. V is the direct sum of anF-hypercentral module and anF-hyperexcentric
module. Thus we may suppose without loss of generality, thatV is F-hypercentral,
and we then have to proveV = 0. SupposeV 6= 0 and letW be a minimal submodule
of V . We form the direct sumA of sufficiently many copies ofW to ensure that
dim HomL.A;V / > dim H2.L ;V /, and construct the split extensionM of A by L.
As W is F-central,M ∈ .F=L/. We use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to
calculateH 1.M;V/. We have

E20
2 = H 2.M=A;V A/ = H2.L ;V/
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and

E01
2 = H 0.M=A; H 1.A;V// = HomF.A;V /L = HomL.A;V /:

Thus dimd01
2 .E

01
2 / ≤ dim H2.L ;V / < dim E01

2 , so E01
3 = kerd01

2 6= 0 and so
H 1.M;V/ 6= 0 contrary to assumption.

THEOREM 2.3. Let F be a saturated formation and letL ∈ F. SupposeV is an
F-hypercentralL-module and letW be anF-hyperexcentricL-module. ThenV ⊗F W
andHomF .V;W/ areF-hyperexcentric.

PROOF. Let M ∈ .F=L/. ThenV andW areF-hypercentral andF-hyperexcentric
respectively asM-modules, and everyM-module extensionX of W by V splits. Thus
H 1.M;HomF .V;W// = 0. By Theorem2.2, HomF .V;W/ is F-hyperexcentric. By
Theorem1.2, the dual moduleV∗ = HomF.V; F/ is F-hypercentral. As

V ⊗F W ' V ∗∗ ⊗F W ' HomF.V
∗;W/;

the result follows.

This suggests that we could have some sort ofZ2-grading on the class of allL-
modules. However, the tensor product of twoF-hyperexcentric modules need not be
F-hypercentral. Anything can happen as is shown by the following examples. Here,
N denotes the saturated formation of all nilpotent algebras.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Suppose the characteristic ofF is not 2. LetL = 〈e〉 be the 1-
dimensional algebra, and letV = 〈v〉 andW = 〈w〉 be the modules with action given
by ev = v andew = w. ThenV andW areN-excentric andV ⊗F W isN-excentric.

EXAMPLE 2.5. Let L = 〈e〉 be the 1-dimensional algebra, and letV = 〈v〉 and
W = 〈w〉 be the modules with action given byev = v andew = −w. ThenV and
W areN-excentric andV ⊗F W isN-central.

EXAMPLE 2.6. Suppose the characteristic ofF is not 2. Leti ∈ F̄ have minimum
polynomial x2 + 1. Let L = 〈e〉 be the 1-dimensional algebra, and letV and W
be 2-dimensional modules with the action given by the matrixA = (

0 1
−1 0

)
. The

eigenvalues of the action ofe on V ⊗F W are the sums of the eigenvalues onV and
W, thus 2i;0;0;−2i . ThusV ⊗F W is the direct sum of a 2-dimensional module on
which the action is trivial, and a 2-dimensional module on which the action is given
by the matrix 2A. It is thus the sum of anN-hypercentral and anN-excentric module.
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3. Cohomology ofF-hyperexcentric modules

We can now prove the desired theorem on the cohomology ofF-hyperexcentric
modules.

THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a saturated formation and letL ∈ F. Let V be anF-
hyperexcentricL-module. ThenHn.L ;V / = 0 for all n.

PROOF. By the cohomology exact sequence for a submoduleW

· · · → H n.L ;W/ → Hn.L ;V / → Hn.L ;V=W/ → · · · ;

we need only consider the case in whichV is irreducible. We use induction over
dim L. The result holds if dimL = 1, so suppose dimL > 1. Let A be a minimal
ideal ofL. We use the Hochschild -Serre spectral sequence. We have

Ers
2 = Hr .L=A; H s.A;V //:

If A acts non-trivially onV, thenV A = 0 and H s.A;V / = 0 for all s by Barnes
[1, Theorem 1]. If on the other hand,A acts trivially on V , then H s.A;V/ =
HomF .3

s A;V/. Now 3sA is a submodule of the tensor power ofA, so isF-
hypercentral by Theorem1.2. By Theorem2.3, HomF.3

s A;V/ is F-hyperexcentric.
By induction over dimL, we haveHr .L=A; H s.A;V// = 0 for all r; s. In either
case, we haveHr .L=A; H s.A;V // = 0 for all r; s. By the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence,H n.L ;V/ = 0 for all n.
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